Case Study:
Crypto for Brazil
October 08, 2021

Dates: 2020-09-29 - 2021-08-02
Traffic source: MGID
Partner: Aivix
Money earned: $189,390.00
Money spent: $118,541.59
Profit: $70,848.41
ROI: 60%
GEO: BR
Advertiser testimony:
I wanted to share my experience with crypto offers — my failures and my successes — and
what I learned by advertising them. In the beginning, I didn’t know the first thing about how to
send traffic to crypto offers. That all changed when I bought a regular spy service for native
advertising. With this tool, I took inspiration from the many pre-landing pages and creatives I
found there. At that time, Aivix had just launched in Brazil, and I decided to test it out.
Right away, I realized the converting fire of driving traffic to crypto offers — it is super
profitable!
The payment for Brazil was $300 per deposit at first, and gradually the rate increased to $325.
In the end, we agreed on a rate of $350.
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At first, all creatives were profitable, but I will focus on the ones that I found to be the most
successful and profitable:

Screenshot from the BeMob tracker:
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Here’s a creative that brought a lot of sign ups but not many deposits,

and here is another creative that worked at a loss.

Below, I included the headline text that I used, which I have

translated from Portuguese

to English:

1. A man from {Region} makes 2,580 BRL a day from this
2. Earn 740 BRL a day in {Region} from the comfort of your home
3. Residents of {Region} earn 350 BRL per hour using this method
4. People in {Region} get rich thanks to bitcoin
5. {Region} man earns 1,580 BRL a day from this
6. The rich don't want you to know this! $120 per minute?
To maintain a high CTR for ads and a good conversion rate, I recommend you use pictures
that display a lot of money — testing both U.S. dollars and reals — either in a person’s hand,
near a laptop or on a table. Then, give it a nice, catchy title and utilize city macros to auto-fill
to the user's location, which will further spark their interest.
Also, pre-landing pages with story-telling components that revolve around the success story of
a person who made money in crypto currency play an important role in conversions. Without a
positive testimony, people are less likely to take a risk and make a deposit. I should note that
pre-landings often burn out, so you will need to come up with new concepts or edit old ones, as
I did. Also, you can look for or take inspiration from someone else's pre-landings on spy
services, or you can ask the partner manager, who can make new pre-landing pages for you. If
you are seeing sign ups but no deposits, most likely the pre-landing has burned out and users
are no longer interested in the particular story your pre-landing is telling, and not for the sake
of not wanting to make more money. All this can be determined by split testing pre-landing
pages.
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For me, the most profitable pre-landing page revolved around the story of a gas station attendant.
I created this page myself by altering another pre-landing that I found using the spy service.
Below, I added the photo I used.
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Here are other pre-landings that worked well:
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INFORME ESPECIAL: Ultimos
Investimentos de Christiano Andrade
deixam Experts Boquiabe1·tos e
Grandes Bancos Assustados
Cidad3os brasileiros

estao cofetando milhi5es
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de Reais ao usar essa "brecha de riqueza"

-1f4.

0 jornalista de TV brasllelro Christiano Andrade ficou famoso por ser rude e direto,
sem se lmportar com ser honesto a respelto de como ele ganha dlnhelro.

tempor
Bruno Castro
Fortaleza CE

Na semana passada, ele apareceu na BCM e anunclou uma nova "brecha de rlqueza•
que dfz que pode transformar qualquer um em milion<'iirlo em 3-4 meses.
Christiano incentiva que todos os brasileiros entrem nessa rncrfvel oportunidade antes
de que grandes bancos acabem com isso de uma vez por todas.

Noticia •one•••
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ENTRETENIMENTO

NOTiCIAS DE OLTIMA HORA
Homem que trabalhava
carregadores da area portuaria
ganhou mais de R$1.761.000 e
renunciou o emprego ganha fama
repentina ap6s revelar ISTO na TV
AO VIVO!
Brasileirosj B esfBo ganhando milhOes de d61ares em casa usando

a tal "brecha da riqueza"
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"Tenhousado 81tcom LUCRO por pouco mais
de 2 semanas, tome1 meu dep6s1to ime1a/ de
RS 340 em RS 5.802. Issa murto ma1s do que

e

ganho no trabalho...
Carlos Yoshida
Ribeir8o Preto • SP, Brasil

"Atmgi mais de RS 9.200 de fucro em um mes
de uso do &tcom LUCRO . Uso no meu
notebook. Estou viajando pelo Brasil

e

ganhando dinheiro o tempo todo! "
Gustavo Tashiro
Maringa • PR, Brasil

LUCRO: R$ 22 .219
(News) - o brasileiro contou porque desistiu e nao vai mais carregar cargas pesadas
nas costas. Ele ficou rico com o "novo sistema de investimento"
Na semana passada, ele apareceu no News e revelou uma "brecha da riqueza" em que
diz que pode transfonnar qualquer um em milioncirio em 3-4 meses . Sergio incentivou
todos no Brasil a aproveitarem esta oportunidade incrfvel antes que os grandes bancos
tentem restringHa.
"'F8cil de usar. ate oara mim! Nunca neaociei
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I am also including the pre-landing page that had lots of sign ups but very few deposits. In the
end, the audience did not relate to it enough to make a deposit. While I can’t say that it is very
different from those that worked well and got conversions, it’s all about testing what works for
your audience. This means doing lots and lots of split tests.

From the pre-landing page, the user is taken to the landing page, where it , as you can see
here, is filled out with the user's city next to the offer name.
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As soon as the user leaves a request and registers with their personal information, a call
center employee contacts the user and instructs them how to make a deposit and start trading
on the platform.
It is necessary to send the traffic with a tracker and to track the sites from which registrations
and deposits are made, in order to collect black lists.
And here are the sites on MGID that brought me the most money.

Almost all devices and OS were used, and they were all profitable, except for macOS and
KaiOS.

When testing crypto offers, I advise to upload different creatives to different categories, since
the traffic for conversions differs. There are 2 categories available for crypto: Options and
Currencies.
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I used a cheap hosting, $10 per month, for the pre-landing page. I needed about 5-7 domains,
as some ended up in antivirus databases. In addition, I used the BeMob cloud tracker. The big
advantage to this tracker is that setup is not required and it is pretty affordable, only $50 per
month!
Final screenshots
Partners: The amount is slightly more than depicted because there were several sources. Well,
except MGID, but MGID gave 90% of the traffic.
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At first, I created several campaigns in the tracker, but then, I realized that there was no point
in this.

MGID:

Payment was received from MGID twice over the course of 2 months with the largest spent
cashback in the amount of $1603 and $1254. I also received many expensive gifts from the
Aivix Store, totaling to a retail amount of about $3000. I sold some of them, so I also consider
this a profit.

You can click here to check out MGID.
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